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About This Game

Special Agent Jim Power-The supernatural alien, Vaprak, threatens to defeat our world which is the last planet that stands
between him and a dimensional vortex. This vortex leads to a fifth and, up until now, lost dimension. If he succeeds in defeating
us, he will destroy our world, opening a gateway for his kind as well as the strange mutating effect that this dimension has on all
organic life forms. His forces are far too strong for us to defeat in a frontal attack which is why we must send you to slip past

his Omni-eye scanners and make an assassination attempt on the greatest evil that man has ever known. It will take absolutely all
of your wits and skill but it is imperative you reach his fortress and send him back to the sulphurous plane from whence he

came.

Game purchase includes-

-Original PC version
-Original SNES Version

-Enhanced SNES Version
- Enhanced SNES Version has had the gameplay polished.

- Hit hearts have been added, as well as the "3D" parallax scrolling has been turned off between other things.
-Original Unreleased Sega Genesis Version

-Unreleased Sega Genesis version coming in future update
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Future DLC-

-High Quality Soundtrack by Chris Huelsback!
-8 bit NES version!
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just too boring. There are certain things that prevent this game from being enjoyable. Such as the clunky menu buttons, the lack
of any story or background info, and the 3 lives system. I would not recommend this game. 4/10. A bit of a let down, personally.
I heard great things about the cool, DOTA inspired modes, but that stuff doesn't seem to really have much effect on the actual
game. The action isn't as tight as TF2, and the turrets just seem sort of useless.
Not a horrible game, but I wouldn't pay $15 bucks for it if I hadn't already.

Might be worth it when it's on sale for $5.. Kinda unnecessary add-on to the game with even higher difficulty & minor bugs
included. Nothing special but Tte end amused me.
Gets a pass!. For The Glory is a grand strategy game spanning ~400 years of diplomacy, colinization and war during the middle
ages. Despite the new name, the game is an improved version of Europa Universalis II which was released back in 2001.
Although nearly identical to an 16 year old game, FTG is a real joy to play as EUII was great already and they have managed to
improve it in all the right ways.. Extremely simplistic gameplay, unfortunately the skills and poker set gameplay mix poorly and
in a way, not at all. While it's an interesting idea, all the elements are located at surface level, leaving no sense of deep strategy..
I have purchased this game as have other's but there seemes to be a problem at the end of chapter #3 i have sent in a letter but as
yet have not heard back or had it fixed.. some of the items dont work always which is a real pain when you're in a good set up
but it is very fun but will also make you rage sometimes a little peeved it was $5 when it took an idea from free games but it
does improve upon them. Look, I was 9 when I got this
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Big Action Mega Fight is probably exactly what you'd think. It's a simple linear Beat-Em-Up that you can 100% in a day, with a
cute aesthetic and amusing characters. Controls are tight, nearly to a fault as you can accidentally spam a move well after you've
pressed the button for it, and gameplay is very quick. In fact, the loading is so quick that I haven't been able to read most of the
tips on the loading screen.

The game shows its budget in the lack of alternative characters, strange dead-end of having critical hits, but doing nothing with
them, and low enemy variety (with no bosses), though it's worth appreciating that enemies all have voice lines and the Wilhelm
Scream is among their death cries.

There are, however, downsides. Special selection is done through a roulette system (though this is between pointless and a
liability, as no special attacks are overpowered, but Fistnado cannot be cancelled and so can waste time on timed missions,) and
the game crashes quite frequently, though it has the decency to close itself when it does so.
By far the worst part of the gameplay is the lack of a ground attack. Downed opponents must be attacked with specials or
explosives, and if you have neither available, they simply waste your time (and again, there are timed levels).

Somewhere neither pro nor con is the scoring system. Like a mobile game, levels have a 3-star grading system based on your
score. Like Elite Beat Agents, an indefinite multiplier is built up as you fight (based on damage you do, not hits, although
juggling dead foes isn't possible) and RESETS TO 1 when you take damage. This means that a single hit taken near the end of a
level can be hundreds of times more costly than one taken first thing, meaning scores don't really reflect skill, barring perfect
ones. While irrelevant to a casual player, it can be somewhat frustrating to completionists attempting to 3-star every level.
Particularly the last one, as even completing it without taking damage isn't necessarily good enough for 3 stars.

Overall, BAMF is a game I'd like to see a better-backed sequel of. While Beat-Em-Ups are a dime a dozen, those with such
short levels and smooth gameplay are harder to come by, and this experience is definitely worth the price of admission.. Good
controls, nice mechanics, i finshed it without achievements in 50 minutes. A Fantastic game!

A Simple WW2 RTS using the old Blitzkreg Engine!

Brings back them RTS "Good Old Days". Very laggy if played fullscreen... impossibly small if not played fullscreen. (Fullscreen
is basically the original 2003 game letterboxed.)

I was hoping to play, as it's still a fun game, but the lag makes it impossible.. + interesting story
+ aesthetics
+ soundtrack
- half of the game you have to spend driving a car which is boring enough that you probably will not want to play this game
again
- save slot is only one and its only autosave. What I liked best about Torn was exploring the mansion and the attention to detail
in building it out. I spent almost an hour just on the first floor examing every object and playing with the physics. I agree that
the story didn't live up to its potential and that the puzzles were simplistic and repetitive, but I still recommend this game just for
the beautiful and immersive world Torn creates.
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